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Transform or Command II

Our six students have started to play a game called Transform
or Command – thinking it was just a version of Truth or Dare.
But soon they realize the game is actually magical as the
players act and transform according to each other
specifications. So far, we‘ve seen Elizabeth‘s breasts expand,
Lana‘s hair turn blonde and Amara, the tiny girl, grow up 10
cm. Also, Amara commanded her boyfriend Vadim to kiss her
passionately - but he would have done that anyway.
Everybody is rather thrilled with the game so far… everybody
but Lana who hates being a blonde and thinks of revenge
against Nicole who ToCed her into being one!

Let‘s see where the game leads us next ...

Featuring

Lana… a female student, she and Liz found the game
Nicole… a female student
Elizabeth… a female student, she has a crush on Dylan
Amara… a female student, Vadim‘s girlfriend
Dylan… a cynic guy who crushes on Nicole and Lana
Vadim… a very tall guy, Amara‘s boyfriend



After her expansion, Elizabeth went to 
the restroom… now she’s coming back. Inspecting 

the goods?

I had to get rid of 
my bra… it was… 
too constricting 
with their new 

size.

Thanks.
That extra 

weight feels 
a bit strange 

though.

I wouldn’t mind 
one more cup size 

myself… right after 
growing some more 

inches. *giggle*

They look 
really good
on you, Liz.



By the way, 
are they… you 
know… real? 

Or fake?

You’ll 
get used 

to it.

So, I’d say 
they are all-

natural.

Not an expert 
here… but… 
they jiggle a 

lot.



Awesome!

When we 
are done with this 
we’ll be superstars 

on campus!

This game is 
incredible!



While the girls keep talking about Liz’s 
boobs Dylan explains the board to Vadim.

The board 
follows several 
complicated 

rules we need 
to find out?

No man!
Liz always 

wanted to have 
big boobs!

You see 
where I am 
going with 

this?

And thanks to 
Nicole we know that 
unwanted changes 

tend to cost more as 
she paid 40 for a 

simple hair change.

As you can see, I 
only lost 30 points. 
Which is the same 
amount Liz lost 
when she made 
Amara grow.
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Will the girls 
keep their 
changes?

I wonder what 
happens when 
we are all out 

of points.

Would be 
pretty useless

if they didn’t… 
right?

Game 
over?

Currently, only 
you and Lana 
are still at full 

points…



Well, ain’t I 
glad you are 
all having so 
much fun!

Just imagine.
Anything we don’t 

like about our 
bodies. We can 
change it! Right 
here and now!

Grrr!



Oh, come on, 
Lana. You can’t 
still be pissed 

about your hair…

Really?! Tsk!
Fine! I choose 

transform. Then 
we are even!

Transform 
or command, 

Nicole?!

And I’m 
gonna show 

you how angry 
I am about it!

Yes, I 
can!



Your hair shall 
transform into

some super long
pigtails reaching all 

the way down to
your butt!

- 70
+ 5

Nice!
That sounds

like a big
change!

Hiding?

You are always 
hiding behind 
that hair of 

yours.



I’m not hiding 
behind my 

hair!



That’s just 
the way it 

falls.



This feels 
so strange!

It’s already 
done, isn’t 

it?

Oh, my!



It looks 
really good

though!
And I can 

see so much 
better!

Wow!
You look 
absolutely 
stunning!

That’s a lot 
of hair!

Holy cow!



With people starting to get
back at each other and
misunderstanding one another
wishes… How will the game
progress from here on out?!







End of Teaser!

Hello, Hexxet here, 

The full comic ~50 pages + 4 pinups long and 
follows our six students as they keep on 
playing the magical game called “Transform or 
Command”. Tune in on “Transform and 
Command” and see how our player deal with 
their changes and instructions ☺

If you like my comics, please consider 
supporting me on Patreon or Gumroad by 
buying my work. I need your support to keep 
creating more Mind/Magic-Control comics! ☺
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https://hexxet.gumroad.com
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